functioning of these complex systems is hard, making interventions to enhance functioning 23 harder still. One simplifying approach is to assume that functioning can be predicted from the 24 set of enzymes present in a community. Alternatively, ecological and evolutionary dynamics 25 of species, which depend on how enzymes are packaged among species, might be vital for 26 predicting community functioning. I investigate these alternatives by extending classical 27 chemostat models of bacterial growth to multiple species that evolve in their use of chemical 28 resources. Ecological interactions emerge from patterns of resource use, which change as 29 species evolve in their allocation of metabolic enzymes. Measures of community functioning 30 derive in turn from metabolite concentrations and bacterial density. Although the model shows 31 considerable functional redundancy, species packaging does matter by introducing constraints 32 on whether enzyme levels can reach optimum levels for the whole system. Evolution can either 33 promote or reduce functioning compared to purely ecological models, depending on the shape 34 of trade-offs in resource use. The model provides baseline theory for interpreting emerging data 35 on evolution and functioning in real bacterial communities.
INTRODUCTION 38 Many biological processes that humans depend upon -such as global nutrient cycling, plant 39 growth and digestive health -rely on the action of microbial communities with hundreds or 40 even thousands of species [1] [2] [3] [4] . A key challenge is therefore to understand such complex 41 systems in sufficient detail to be able to predict overall functioning and how it changes under 42 fluctuating conditions [5, 6] . 43 6 "#$ = "#$ "#$ " ) "#$ + " , 1 115 where v is the maximum reaction rate per molecule of enzyme (sometimes called kcat), E is the 116 number of molecules of enzyme per cell, and K is the substrate concentration at which reaction 117 rate is half its maximum value (i.e. affinity for the substrate is 1/K, all parameters defined in 118 table 1). In order to explore additional analytical solutions, I also considered a simpler model 119 with a linear growth function, i.e. replacing "#$ = "#$ "#$ " . The resource use of each species is defined by a matrix Ek that specifies the amount of enzyme 124 per cell for each reaction converting substrate i into substrate j. Species can be specialists on 125 one reaction (i.e. only one Eijk>0) or generalists on several. Constraints are used to define 126 pathways for the whole system ( fig. 1) ; for example, here unidirectional catabolism breaking 7 input resources into derived smaller molecules is assumed (only Eijk above the diagonal are 128 positive and input resources have the lowest indices i). Pathways can branch (Ei,,k is positive 129 for multiple j) or coalesce (E,jk is positive for multiple i). The total amount of enzyme produced 130 per cell is assumed fixed across all species [31] : resource use varies because species allocate 131 different proportions of their total metabolic enzyme to different reactions in a linear trade-off 132 [32]. The effects of varying the trade-off between specialism and generalism is considered 133 below. For simplicity, enzyme expression is assumed to be constitutive, i.e. there is no plasticity. 134 Alternative modes of expression such as regulated resource switching could be investigated in 135 future. Kinetics can vary across species and reactions: species with higher v for a given substrate 136 grow more rapidly at high substrate concentrations, those with lower K more efficiently at low 137 substrate concentrations. 138 The dynamics are then modelled by the following ordinary differential equations (ODEs), 139 which sum the metabolism of each substrate in each species: Easier option is to tune D to be slow enough to allow earlier steps in pathway to be sustained but fast enough that product i cannot sustain growth of a bacterial population, defined by:
for all j < i but > .
Bioreactor
Increase production of end product, Tune D to the optimal rate for production.
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Evolutionary model Does packaging of enzymes into species matter for functioning? One non-evolving generalist 215 I first consider a single non-evolving generalist that metabolises two input resources with 216 chemostat concentration S1 and S2. I assume that kinetic parameters of each enzyme are the 217 same as in the specialists but the generalist allocates a fraction E1 of its total enzyme to substrate 218 1 and E2 to substrate 2. Outcomes are more complicated than with two specialists because 219 dynamics of substrate 1 now also depend on the amount of growth on substrate 2 and vice versa. Other parameters have consistent effects: the more profitable substrate for growth (either higher 237 c or k, or lower m) is metabolised less by the generalist than by two specialists, whereas the less 238 profitable substrate is metabolised more ( Fig. 3D ,E,F). This is because growth generated by 239 metabolism of the more abundant resource increases total enzyme for the rarer resource, NE2, If one species devotes more enzyme to substrate 1 than this threshold (e.g. E11 > Ethresh) and the 259 other species devotes less enzyme to substrate 1 than the threshold (i.e. E12 < Ethresh), then the 260 species can coexist. When all enzyme parameters and input concentrations are the same for 261 both substrates, Ethresh is 0.5: one species needs to be more specialized on substrate 1 and the 262 other more specialized on substrate 2, but even a small divergence from 50:50 allocation is 263 sufficient for coexistence. Otherwise, if both species devote more enzyme to substrate 1 than 264 this threshold (E11 > Ethresh and E12 > Ethresh) then the species with the lowest allocation to 265 substrate 1, i.e. the more generalist, will persist alone, and functioning collapses back to the 266 single generalist case described in the previous section ( fig S3) . A similar but reverse outcome 267 occurs if both species devote more enzyme to substrate 2 (E11 < Ethresh and E12 < Ethresh, fig S3) . 268 The conclusions also apply to a pathway with 1 input substrate and 1 derived substrate, to 3-269 species coexistence (Appendix), and to the model with a Monod growth function ( fig S4) . 270 Comparing 2 specialists with 2 generalists, functioning is therefore independent of how 271 enzymes are packaged among species as long as both species are able to persist in both cases. is an inherent benefit towards specializing on the input resource, even if the growth yield on 300 both substrates is equivalent (Appendix, see also [40] S4) . 315 Evolution therefore facilitates coexistence of 2 generalists and reduces competitive extinction. 316 As a result, there is considerable functional redundancy since, within the bounds outlined above, 317 sets of species with different enzyme allocations can provide the same metabolic functioning. through acetate than other intermediates in this pathway (arrow thickness, Fig 5) . Survivors 364 were also marginally more distinct from each other in enzyme allocations (mean pairwise 365 Euclidean distance higher in 622/1000 cases, 2.8% higher on average) and slightly more 366 specialist (mean allocation to leading enzyme higher in 573/1000 cases, 1.8% higher on 367 average) than the starting species.
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The steady-state of input and intermediate substrates was on average lower for the generalist 369 community than for the specialist community (colour shading Fig. 5, fig. S5 ). In contrast, the 370 concentration of terminal metabolites was on average higher for generalists as was total 371 bacterial biomass (higher for generalist communities than specialist communities in 857/1000 372 cases, 5.8% higher on average, fig. S5 ). Together this indicates that the whole pathway ran at a 373 faster rate with generalists than specialists: generalists sustained higher community-level 374 concentrations of enzymes for less profitable steps than specialist communities could. 375 Transient dynamics also varied ( fig. S6 ). On average, the generalist communities took 72% 376 longer to reach steady-state for input substrates than specialist communities but were 20% assumed that all species can evolve all patterns of enzyme allocation, which is unlikely. It is 460 therefore likely that species matter even more in real communities than found here. 461 Evolution generally resulted in a less productive community that yielded lower levels of end 462 products than a non-evolving community of generalists, when a linear trade-off for generalism 463 was assumed. With a concave trade-off, evolution now improved metabolic functioning relative 464 to the non-evolving generalist case, but it still did not always lead to perfect specialism, which 465 yielded the best overall metabolic pathway rate in these conditions. These results generate Sequencing and beyond: integrating molecular 'omics' for microbial community profiling. 
